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1.01 This Section covers the shop procedures
necessary for the repair and maintenance
of Automatic Electric Co. dials. The types of
dials covered in this Section include: Types
24, 24A36, 51, 51A, 52, 53A and B, and 54A and
B. Dial Types 51A, 52F, and 54F are shown in
Figure 1. Because of the variety in the design
of telephone housings, the dials will differ to
some extent in their physical appearance, but
the pulsing mechanisms (with some exceptions
owing to design improvements and applications)
will be essentially the same.
2. DESCRIPTION
2.01 It is best to discuss the differences in
dials by first putting them into two categories: single contact and double contact
springs. The Types 24, 24A36 and 51 dials have
single contact springs, while the remainder
(51A, 52, 53A and B and 54A and B) have double
contact springs. The fundamental differences
between these dials, including a characteristic
that will enable the reader to identify one dial
from another, will be covered in the following
paragraphs.
Type 24
2.02. The A.E.Co. Type 24 dial, introduced in
1924, is a nonquieted-pawl type dial which
can be readily distinguished from the others
during dial windup, since the pawl produces a
series of clicks as it passes over the ratchet
teeth. The dial housing is not of the die cast
type, the spring banks (impulse and shunt) are
mounted separately to the rear of the housing,
and the finger stop is an integral part of the
bearing and stop bracket.
Type 24A36
2.03 The A. E.Co . Type 24A36 dial, introduced
in 1936, provides pawl quietingthrough a
flat spring placed over the pawl tip which
cushions its impact against the teeth of the
ratchet gear. (The Type 24A36 dial also contained pawls which were silenced by a piano
wire type spring.) Other characteristics of the
Type 24A36 dial are the same as those mentioned for the Type 24 dial. During dial windup, a definite series of clicks will be heard,
but not as pronounced as those during windup
of the Type 24 dial. The Types 24 and 24A36
dials are no longer manufactured by A.E.Co.
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TYPE 51A

TYPE 52F

TYPE 54F

Figure 1, Dial Types (Front and Rear View).
Type 51
2.04 The A.E.Co. Type 51 dial, introduced in
1951, provides silencing through the use
of a friction-type pawl lever (located between
the ratchet gear and spider) which is pushed
ahead by the pawl and by the contour of its
contact edge, thereby keeping the pawl from
engaging the teeth during dial windup. The
three types of dials just mentioned have a
diameter of three inches, use single contact
springs, and are equipped with D-78540 fingerwheels. The Type 51 dial's base is of die
cast aluminum which includes the spring

mountings and bearing bridge as integral parts
of the cast.
Type 51A
2.05 The A.E.Co. Type 51A dial, introduced
in 1954, is similar to the Type 51 dial
except that it has double contact impulse and
shunt springs. Tapped bosses in the base
provide for mounting an acrylic (plastic) dust
cover. Later models of the Type 51A dial
were provided wit'l two 7/32-inch slots for
mounting the dust • over. A variety of fingerwheels have been used with this dial.
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Types_ 52, _ 52F, _ 53A., _ 53AF,_ 53B„ 53BF
2.06 The A.E.Co. Types 52, 53A and 53B dials
have a mechanism similar to that of the
Type 51A. They differ in one respect in that an
external number plate with a diameter of 4-1 /4
inches is used. The Type 53A dial is equipped
with an additional cam and spring assembly
which is used for party identification of Type
A Strowger Automatic Toll Ticketing installations. The Type A cam is an acrylic (plastic)
cam that has three removable (or adjustable)
pulse pins which provide for programming the
pulse pin arrangement on the job according to
the party identification requirement of the individual station. The Type 53B dial is similarly equipped except that the additional cam provides a single identification pulse for use in
Type B SATT offices. Party identification will
depend upon the placement of the one-lobe cam.
Types 52, 53A, and 53B dials have screw-type
terminals to accommodate leads with spade
lugs. Types 52F, 53AF, and 53BF dials have
terminals of the wire-wrapping variety, denoted by the suffix letter F in the type number.

Types 54F., 54AF, 54BF
2.07 The A.E.Co. Types 54, 54AF, and 54BF
dials (Type 54 introduced in 1960 on the
Type 182 STARLITE® telephone) are nominal
3-inch diameter dials similar to the Type 51A,
but equipped with a rectangular number plate
and integral electroluminescent lamp. The die
cast base is not interchangeable with those of
other dial types because the flange height is
reduced to accommodate the panelescent lamp.
Terminals of the wire-wrapping variety are
used.
Other Dials
2.08 All dials covered in this Section are of
delayed impulse type; however, other dial
variations exist (non-delayed impulse-normally open, etc.) but these are primarily used for
industrial use and consequently will not
be covered.
Table 1 lists the different
characteristics of dials manufactured by
A. E. C o .

Table 1. Characteristics of A. E. Co. Dials.
CHARACTERISTICS
Spring Contacts
Pawl Quieting
Provision

24

24A36

51

52

53A

53B

54

Single

Single

Single

Bifurcated

Bifurcated

Bifurcated

Bifurcated

Bifurcated

NO

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

NO

CAN BE
ADAPTED

51A

Adjustable Spotter
Cam (Screw Type)

NO

NO

Pulse Cam with
Scribe Mark (16° or
12°)

NO

NO

16°

16°

16°

12°

12°

NO

Die Cast Zinc Base

NO

NO

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

Twin Contact SATT
Springs

N/A

N/A

N/A

NO

NO

YES

YES

YES

Separate Bracket
Mounting for Impulse
and Shunt Springs

YES

YES

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

Removable Separate
Finger Stop

NO

Types of Telephones

Types
IA &
34A3

NO

NO

NO

YES

NO

NO

NO

YES

YES

YES

YES

Type IA,
Type 40
& 600
Series

Types
40, 50 &
600
Series

Types
40, 50,
83, 183,
600, 700,
860A,
880,
LEICH
Type
L-55
PBX and
Hazard ous Locations
(ETWA20 &
ETDA20)

Types
80, 85,
86, 87,
80T., 90,
100 &
700

Used in
SATT A
Systems
with Type
80, 90
and 100
Series

Used in
SATT B
Systems
with Type
80, 90
and 100
Series

Types
182,
182A,
192 and
SATT
Systems

NOTE: Types 24 & 24A36 Dials are no longer manufactured.
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3.

INSPECTION

Several clean lint-free cloths.

3.01 Dials that are returned for maintenance
should, first, be thoroughly inspected to
ascertain whether an\ previous faults exist
that can be readily det-,:ted prior to performing any adjustments 0, replacements on the
dial. An overall visual inspection should include checking the dial for dirt and grime,
bent impulse springs, bent fingerwheel, loose
wire terminals, misaligned governor wings,
and proper functioning of the main spring and
shaft assembly. The fingerwheel should be
rotated several times while inspecting the
operation of the governor, pulse cam, and
pulse and shunt springs. Check for any outof-round condition of the main shaft assembly. Remove the escutcheon assembly,
fingerwheel, and dial plate, and examine pawl
lever silencer (when used), pawl ratchet,
pawl spring, and ratchet and worm gear assembly on the front of the dial. Check and
replace number plate if faded or chipped.
Rotate the shaft assembly and check for slippage between pulse cam and worm gear assembly. Check to see that the fibre buffers
are in place and secure on the middle impulse
spring and operating shunt spring.
4.

DIAL TOOLS
Tools and Materials

Mild soap.
Chlorothene (for cleaning).
Stanaard dial lubricant (specification 5909).
Replacement parts.
5.

5.01 While the mechanisms in the different
types of dial assemblies are essentially
the same, some exceptions do exist owing to
design improvements, etc. and will be mentioned where applicable in the following paragraphs covering the disassembly of A.E.Co.
dials.

Removal of Dial Assembly from Telephone
5.02 To remove the dial assembly from the
telephone, loosen the base mounting
screws securing the telephone mechanism
to the telephone housing. Remove the screws
securing the dial mounting bracket to the dial
assembly and disconnect the wires running
from the transmission network to the dial
spring terminals.

Dial Disassembly

4.01 Tools and materials required for maintaining dials are as follows:
(a) Medium size thin-blade screwdriver
(part number H-880622-1).

DISASSEMBLY

5.03 To disassemble a standard dial, proceed
with steps 1 through 8, omitting step 2.
To disassemble a SATT dial, start with step
2 and proceed through step 8.

(b) Escutcheon tool (part number H26917).
(c) Dial wrench (part number H-25937).
(d) Cam nut wrench (part number H16480).

(1) Remove main spring assembly. Main
spring assembly includes the main
spring and the one-piece shunt cam
and impulse shorting arm. Remove
the spring as follows:
(a)

(e) Dial pliers (part number H-162907).
(f)

Small Phillips screwdriver.

(g) Thickness gauge (part number H26795-50).
(h) Gram gauge 50-0 -50 (part number
H-882816-4).
(i)

Artist's brush (sable rigger #4).

(j)

Ordinary paint brush (1" or smaller).
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Hold dial face-down (front side
down) in the palm of one hand.
Press the shaft assembly against the palm to prevent the
main shaft from rotating under
twisting action.

(b) Grasp shunt cam arm piece with
the other hand; turn slightly in
the counter-clockwise direction. The shunt cam arm locking
key (consisting of a part of the
main spring passed through the
tubular portion of the shunt cam
arm piece) disengages from a
slot in the main shaft.
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NOTE: Hold shunt cam arm
piece while releasing
key, since the main
spring unwinds suddenly and may fly off.
(c) Lift main spring assembly off
shaft.
(2) Remove spotter cam and main spring
assemblies (SATT dial only). Main
spring assembly of a SATT dial includes hex nut (Type 53 dial), spotter
cam, spotter cam indicator, and onepiece shunt cam and pulse shorting
arm. Repeat step 1(a), then remove
hex nut holding spotter cam to the
main shaft; lift off spotter cam indicator plate and spotter cam. Remove main spring assembly from
shaft.
(3) Remove main shaft assembly. Main
shaft assembly is comprised of shaft
assembly plate (to which is attached
the ratchet pawl and pawl spring),
metal washer, pawl lever silencer
(not used on Type 24 and 24A36
dials) and a fibre washer.
(a) Remove by grasping main shaft
assembly with the fingers and
pulling out.
(b) Remove the parts from the
shaft one-by-one; clean, but
do not lubricate. Place all
disassembled parts on a clean,
dry surface.

lock nut, spring-type lock washer
(not on all assemblies), pulse cam,
and the hub nut. Pulse cam assembly secures pinion and worm
gear shaft and associated spacing
washer to bearing bridge.
(a) Remove lock nut. Hold hub nut
with wrench while loosening
lock nut. This precaution will
prevent damage to governor
worm gear.
(b) Lift lock washer off threaded
shaft.
(c) Remove pulse cam.
(d) Unscrew hub nut. Do not damage
the threads on the top side.
(e)

Remove, but do not force, pinion
and pulse cam shaft.

(f)

Slip spacing washer off the
bottom side of the bearing in
the bearing bridge if it does not
come off with the shaft. Clean
all parts just removed.

(7) In case of defective components,
disassemble governor assembly and
governor cup. Governor consists of
governor shaft, governor cup, governor cup bearing locking nut, governor bearing screw, and associated
lock nut.
(a)

NOTE: Do not attempt to disassemble the pawl or
pawl spring.
(4) Remove bearing and stop bracket
in the following manner:

(b) Pull governor shaft out of governor cup bearing hole.
(c)

(a) Remove two bolts and nuts securing bracket to base (newer
types only).

Remove governor bearing
screw lock nut and governor
bearing screw from bearing
bridge.

Unscrew hex nut securing governor cup, and remove nut and
cup.

(d) Clean all parts and lay aside.
(b) Remove bearing and stop bracket.
(5) Remove main gear wheel by gently
pulling it off main bearing. Lift
lower thrust washer off main bearing.

(8) Remove spring assemblies. Pulse,
shunt, and spotter spring assemblies
should be removed only if they are to
be replaced completely. If complete
replacement is undertaken, proceed
in the following manner:

(6) In case of defective components,
disassemble pulse cam assembly
and pinion and worm gear shaft.
Pulse cam assembly consists of a

(a) Unscrew two screws holding
link connecting pulse and shunt
spring assemblies. Remove link
or jumper wire joining the two
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pileups (on some dials this will
require unsoldering the leads).
(b) Complete the disassembly by
removing two screws holding
the spring pileups.
5.04 The disassembly of a dial is now completed. All parts should be thoroughly
cleaned and inspected at this time, thereby
assuring that a dial malfunction will not occur because of a defective part. Lubrication
of the dial may be performed now, or later,
after the dial is reassembled.
6.

Sprig Assemblies
7.03 Assemble each spring pileup with springs
and insulators in proper sequence and
fasten to respective mounting bracket with the
screws removed during disassembly. Replace
the metal link or jumper wire. On some dials,
this link is placed under the terminal screws;
dials with solder terminals have a jumper wire
soldered to the terminals.
Worm Gear and Pulse Cam Assembly

CLEANING

6.01 After extended use, dials will usually
accumulate a certain amount of dirt
and grime that adheres to lubricated areas
within the dial assembly. This foreign matter can hamper the operation of the dial and
consequently should be removed prior to
performing any adjustments on a dial. Clean
the dial thoroughly with an approved solvent.
If excessive moisture has resulted in deposits
of rust, use an appropriate rust remover on
the area affected. Because of the possibility
of causing open circuits, special attention
should be given to corrosion on terminals.
7.

(6) Tighten governor bearing screw lock
nut against bearing screw bracket
to lock the adjustment.

REASSEMBLY

7.01 The following procedures cover the dial
reassembly.
Governor Shaft Assembl
7.02 The governor shaft assembly should be
reassembled as follows:
(1) Insert worm end of governor shaft
into governor bearing screw hole
until buffer end of the shaft is approximately 1/4-inch from governor cup bracket.
(2) Insert threaded projection of governor cup through hole in governor
cup bracket and fasten cup to bracket
with a lock nut.

7.04 Reassemble the worm gear and pulse
cam assembly as follows:
(1) Slip metal spacing washer over
threaded portion of pinion and worm
gear shaft.
(2) Insert threaded end of the shaft into
bearing hole.
(3) Screw hub nut (hub side up) on
threaded end of the shaft completely up to the end of threads.
(4) Place impulse cam on shaft with
the long axis of the cam parallel
to the main axis of the pulse springs.
(5) Slip lock washer and lock nut over
shaft and tighten lock nut, holding
hub nut with a wrench while tightening lock nut to prevent damage to the
worm gear.
NOTE: Do not assemble bearing and
stop bracket at this time.
Main Bearing Assembly
7.05 Reassemble the main bearing assembly
as follows:
(1)

Place the lower thrust washer over
main bearing.

(3) Insert buffer end of governor shaft
into bearing hole of governor cup.

(2) Place main gear over main bearing
with large diameter toward dial base
and engage teeth with pinion gear.

(4) Insert worm end of governor shaft
into bearing hole of governor bearing
screw.

Bearing and Stop Bracket

(5) Screw governor bearing screw and
lock nut into bearing bridge and adjust until governor shaft has a maximum end play of .008 inch.
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7.06 The bearing and stop bracket is assembled in the following manner:
(1)

Position bearing and stop bracket in
dial base interior, placing the pro-
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truding end of pinion and worm gear
shaft into the bearing hole.
(2) Fasten bearing and stop bracket to
dial base with stop bracket nuts and
bolts (newer types only).

Main Spring Assembly
7.07 To reassemble the main spring assembly, proceed as follows:
(1)

(2)

Rotate main shaft assembly counterclockwise until ratchet pawl rests
against pawl stop.
With the dial held in the hand, and
the thumb pressing main shaft assembly against pawl stop, place
main spring assembly over shaft
and position assembly so pulse arm
and shunt cam arm are directly over
their respe ctive buffers.

(3)

Rotate main spring assembly about
one-third of a revolution clockwise
placing the hooked end of main
spring over the nearest of three
spring hooks on the base.

(4)

As a final assembly adjustment
(both standard and SATT dials),
twist main spring assembly approximately one-and one-half turns
counter-clockwise. The cam arms
bypass spring buffers once at the end
of the first revolution and must pass
buffers after the next full revolution.
As soon as the cam arms pass buffers (does not apply to Types 53
and 54 dials), immediately press the
main spring assembly down so that
the keyed end slips into the perpendicular slot in the main shaft
and catches in the horizontal slot;
then, release the assembly. Cam
arm should turn slightly clockwise
as the key catches, pushing the cam
arms against the buffers. If a SATT
dial (Type 53 only) is being reassembled, the main spring key must
be pressed down into the perpendicular slot in the shaft as soon as the
shunt cam arms push against the
buffers (there is no catching of the
key in a horizontal slot).

appears opposite the proper indicator notch
(SATT B only). Screw the hex nut on the main
shaft and tighten firmly.
7.09 The reassembly of the dial assembly is
now completed; replace escutcheon assembly and mount dial assembly to telephone.
If the dial was not lubricated previously, it
must be done now; also, a dial of this type
must be adjusted top to bottom.
8.

LUBRICATION

8.01 The frequency of lubrication will depend
upon the environment in which the dial
is used and the amount of wear incurred during
its use.
8.02 In order to insure some control during
lubrication, a standard quantity for applying lubricant has been established. This
standard quantity assures that an excessive
amount of lubricant is not applied to a lubrication point. The standard quantity (dip) is
defined as: that amount of oil retained in a
No. 4 artist's brush after it has been dipped
into a lubricant and then drawn across the
edge of a container to remove any surplus
oil.
8.03 Dial lubricant specification 5909 is recommended for all A.E.Co. dials. This
lubricant is available in two-ounce or onegallon containers. Order number H-78612-64
is for the two-ounce container, and order number H-78612-65 is for the one-gallon container.
8.04 Distribute one dip of standard lubricant
as follows (refer to Figure 2):
(a) The end of the pinion shaft, where the
shaft bears in the finger stop (item
1)
(b) Where the shaft bears in the pinion
shaft bearing bridge, both above and
below the bridge, and on the teeth
and body of the pinion shaft from the
finger stop to the worm gear (item
2)
(c)

Apply the remainder of this dip over
the face of the pawl stop arm on the
finger stop (item 3).

8.05 Distribute a second dip of lubricant to the
following points (refer to Figure 2):

Spotter Cam Assembly (SATT Dials Only)
(a)
7.08 Place the spotter cam over the main
shaft and follow with spotter cam indicator plate (not on all SATT dials). Line up
cam and indicator plate so the spotter lobe
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Around the junction between the main
bearing and the main gear (item 4).
NOTE: This point must be lubricated before the main gear is mounted.
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(b) Over the top of the main gear (item
5).

8.06 Distribute one dip of standard lubricant
among the following points (Figure 2):

(c) Apply the remainder of this dip
evenly over the ratchet teeth (item
6).

(a)

Around the governor shaft at the
point where it enters the governor
cup bearing (item 8).

(d)

(b)

Around the governor shaft at the
point where it enters the rear bearing screw (item 9).

(c)

Apply the remainder of this dip over
the worm (item 10) and the exposed
length of the governor (item 11).

Distribute one dip of standard lubricant between at least two-thirds of
the main gear teeth (item 7).

8.07 Distribute one dip of standard dial lubricant among the following points (Figure
2):
(a)

The exposed end of the main bearing
(item 12).

(b)

The edge of the cam (item 13).

(c)

Between at least two-thirds of the
teeth of the worm gear (item 14).

(d)

The ends of the governor buffers
(item 15).

(e)

The two spring buffers (items 16 and
17).
NOTE: Do not lubricate buffers
made of hard rubber.

8.08 Before continuing the lubrication process, remove the fibre washer and lift
washer from the shaft assembly and wipe each
piece clean. Distribute one dip of standard dial
lubricant among the following points (refer to
Figure 3):
Around the head of the pin (item 18).
Between the pawl and the pawl plate
(item 19).
Over the length of the shaft (item 20).
Both sides of the lift washer (item
21).
Both sides of the fibre washer (item
22)
Both sides of the stainless steel
washer (item 23).
On the pawl spring anchor pin where
the pawl spring rides (item 24).

Figure 2. Dial Lubrication.
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(h) In the pawl spring anchor hole inthe
pawl (item 25).
(i)
_pp=

Through the coils of the pawl spring
(item 26).

8.09 Reassemble the dial and apply one dip
of standard dial lubricant between the
coils of the main spring (item 27, Figure 2).
8.10 If the dial is equipped with SATT spotter
springs, lubricate as follows (Figure
3):
(a) Between each side of the spotter
pawl, and the washers mounted on the
same pin (item 28).
(b) The edge of the SATT cam (item 29).
8.11 After lubrication, wipe any lubricant
from parts and surfaces not intended
for lubrication. Excessive lubricant shall
not be allowed to remain on any surface.
9. ADJUSTMENTS
9.01 After a dial is cleaned and given a
thorough visual inspection, and no discernible defects exist that may be causing
malfunction of the dial, proceed with the
adjustments that follow. Where test equipment is indicated, use a TP-7- 7 Dial Adjusters Speed and Percent Make Test Set
or an equivalent piece of test equipment.
NOTE: Deviation from nominal values is to
be expected and is not cause for readjustment.
The following adjustments are performed with
the expectancy of bringing the dial within the
allowable tolerances necessary for satisfactory operation. If it is obvious that an adjustment will not completely correct a dial
fault, defer the adjustments until the questionable matter in the dial has been remedied.
Where deviations in adjustment's between different type dials appear, these deviations will
be covered in the appropriate step.

FOR SATT DIALS ONLY

NOTE: Remove the dial assembly from the
telephone.
Ratchet Pawl

Figure 3. Dial Lubrication.

9.02 With the dial at normal, the pawl should
rest against its stop so as to give minimum .008-inch, maximum . 030-inch clearance
between the shaft stop arm and its associated
stop. See Figure 4. On SATT dials, the maximum clearance should be .020 inch. If proper
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its return. The exact spring tension, however,
can only be ascertained by unlocking the spring
from its shaft. Increase the spring tension by
removing the spring and then remounting it
with the lower end of the spring engaging the
hookback of the previously used hook.

PAWL
PAWL STOP

SHAFT STOP
.008" TO.030" (STANDARD DIAL)
.008" TO .020" (SATT)

SHAFT
ASSEMBLY

Standard Dial Impulse Cam

SHAFT STOP ARM

NOTE:
ON TYPE 5113 52 DIALS WITH 12• CAMS,
ADJUST TOWARDS .008".

Figure 4. Dial Assembly with Dial
Escutcheon and Finger
Plate Removed.

clearance does not exist, bend the pawl stop
(using Duck Bill pliers) until acceptable adjustment is reached.
NOTE: On Type 51 and 52 dials equipped
with 12-degree impulse cams, adjust
the shaft stop gap toward the minimum
or . 008-inch adjustment.

9.05 The standard A.E.Co. dial employs an
impulse shorting arm and a two-lobe
impulse cam. With the dial at normal, the
cam should be set so that the tip of the main
impulse spring will be equidistant from either
high side of the cam (Figure 5). This position
can also be checked by rotating the finger
plate just far enough for the impulse shorting
arm to release the buffer on the middle impulse spring. At this point, it is easy to determine if the main impulse spring falls between
the two high sides of the cam.
NOTE: Do not loosen and readjust the impulse
cam unless absolutely necessary.
MIDDLE IMPULSE SPRING
RESTS FIRMLY ON STOP SPRING

9.03 Dials equipped with friction type pawl
silencers (introduced in 1951) should
meet the following requirements:
(a)

(b)

There should be perceptible clearance between the pawl and pawl
stop bracket when the pawl silencer
is held in engagement with the pawl
tip as the pawl plate is moved off
normal .
There should be perceptible clearance between the tip of the pawl
and the ratchet teeth when the pawl
is engaged with the friction type pawl
silencer during windup.
If this
clearance does not exist (noise from
pawl moving across ratchet teeth
should be heard) check the pawl
silencer to see that it rides against
the pawl tip when the shaft assembly
is rotated. This requirement does
not pertain to the Type 24 dial, and
the Type 24A36 dial will produce a
slight series of "clicks" when
moved across the ratchet teeth.

Restoring Spring
9.04 The restoring spring should have one to
one-and one-third turns tension with the
dial at normal position. If the spring does not
have the proper tension, it can usually be detected by rotating the pawl plate and watching
its return. In the same respect, the pawl plate
may slow down as it approaches the end of

STOP SPRING

Figure 5. Standard Dial Impulse Cam
Adjustment.

SATT A and SATT B Impulse Cams
9.06 The main difference between the SATT
A and SATT B dial adjustment is in
the position of their impulse cams with respect
to the spotter cams. The impulse springs and
spotter springs, however, are adjusted for the
same tension and contact gap and will be
covered in later paragraphs.
9.07 SATT A impulse cam. Set the impulse
cam so that the scribed line on the cam
is in line with the v-formed tip of the main
impulse spring, with the fingerplate held off
normal (refer to Figure 6). On some cams
(12°), a locating mark is provided for dial
adjusting operations.
NOTE: Special location of the impulse cam is
necessary on type A SATT dials be-
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FORMED TIP
INDICATION
HOLE (NOT ON
ALL CAMS)

DIAL OFF NORMAL
TO CHECK CAM ANGLE

IMPULSE
SPRINGS

CAM LOCKING
NUT

SCRIBE MARK
ON IMPULSE CAM

IMPULSE CAM
CONTACT

Figure 6. Position of Impulse Cam for
Type A SATT Dial.

cause some of the party designations
require sending a spotter pulse before
the first dial impulse when the digit
"2" is dialed. The Type BSATT dials
have no such requirement as a digit
"0" is always dialed to obtain the party
identification. Prior to 1955, type B
SATT dials were manufactured with
special cam locations.
9.08 SATT B impulse cam. Set the impulse
cam with the long axis parallel to the
impulse springs. The dial should remain in
the normal position when setting the impulse
cam for SATT B operation (refer to Figure 7).

POSITION OF CAM
FOR TYPE B SATT DIAL
IMPULSE
SPRINGS

Figure 8. Spotter Spring Adjustment.
9.10 For proper dial operation, the impulse
springs must be mechanically adjusted
for correct spring tension and spacing, and
electrically checked with an impulse ratio
meter or an equivalent meter for proper
percent break reading. In addition, for SATT
A dials contact synchronization between the
impulse spring contacts and spotter spring
contacts must be maintained to assure correct party identification; this is a mechanical
adjustment and is dependent upon the system
employed (SATT A or SATT B). The following procedures set forth the contact clearance
and spacings that should be maintained in adjusting the impulse springs, shunt springs and
spotter springs.

Impulse Springs
.----

9.11 Adjust impulse springs as follows:

IMPULSE
IMPULSE
3-CAM
NOT REQ. TO HAVE DIAL
OFF NORMAL FOR SATT B
TO CHECK CORRECT POS. OF CAM.

Figure 7. Position of Impulse Cam for
Type B SATT Dial.

Spotter cam. Position the spotter cam to
the point to just close the spotter springs
on a lobe when the formed tip of the impulse
spring is opposite the scribe mark on the impulse cam. To accomplish this adjustment,
hold the impulse cam with thumb and allow cam
(as dial is being returned to normal) to rotate
counter-clockwise sufficiently past the formed
tip so that when the play is taken up in a
clockwise direction, the scribe mark is in
line with the formed tip. Tighten cam locking
nut and recheck cam setting (Figure 8). See
paragraph 9.18.
9.09
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(1) Tension the middle impulse spring
so that it rests firmly against the
stop spring when the impulse shorting arm is clear of the middle impulse spring buffer (Figure 5). On
Type 24 and 24A36 dials, the middle impulse spring should have a
tension of from 20 to 40 grams
against the stop spring, measured
at the contacts.
(2)

With the fingerplate rotated off normal until the tip of main impulse
spring is opposite a low side of the
cam, both contacts of the main impulse spring should rest against the
middle impulse spring with a total
pressure of 30 to 50 grams. (Refer
to Figure 9.) This should also be
checked with the cam rotated 180

SECTION 997-300-500
ISSUE 1
30-50 GRAMS

IMPULSE SPRINGS

(1)

When used, the highest point of the
middle impulse spring buffer should
engage the contacting portion of the
arm (Figures 10 and 11).

(2)

With dial restoring to normal, the tip
of the main impulse spring should
clear the impulse cam by a minimum
of .015 inch, and a maximum of .030
inch. The impulse shorting arm
should not cause the middle impulse
spring to move until after completion
of the last pulse. See Figure 10.

1

IMPULSE CAM

Figure 9. Main Impulse Spring Adjustment.
degrees. Impulse spring tension
is measured at the contacts while
the dial is held off normal.
(3)

(4)

Move the fingerplate off normal
and check to see that both contacts are closed and both bifurcations of the middle impule spring
are resting against the stop spring.
A perceptible gap (not more than
.002 inch) between one of the bifurcations and the stop spring is
permissible. Type 24, 24A36 and
Type 51 dials are single contact
springs.
Move the fingerplate off normal until
the formed tip of the main impulse
spring is resting against a lobe on
the impulse cam (Figure 5). Check
the contact separation between the
main impulse spring and middle
impulse spring; it should be .018
inch, ± .001 inch as adjusted by
(Dials adjusted to pergauging.
cent break may show contact separation slightly outside the specified
gauging limits.) An impulse ratio
meter or an equivalent meter should
be used to check the percent breakmake. A pen recorder is also useful in this measurement. The limits
should be 59 percent to 61 percent
break (41-percent to 39-percent
make) readjusted, and 58.5-percent
to 61.5-percent break (41.5-percent
to 38.5-percent make) test.

MAIN IMPULSE SPRING
Stag, CLEAR CAM
.015 TO .030"

DIAL RESTORING
TO NORMAL

IMPULSE SHORTING
ARM
IMPULSE CAM

Figure 10. Impulse Shorting Arm
Adjustment.
(3)

Rotate the fingerplate off normal,
retard dial restoration by riding
impulse cam with thumb, and check
to see that the buffer on the middle
impulse spring does not hang on the
heavy stop spring.

(4)

Visually inspect the clearance between the impulse shorting arm and
the shunt spring buffer. The minimum clearance during windup should
be .005 inch as gauged visually. See
Figure 11.

Shunt Springs
9.13 Check the shunt springs as follows:

NOTE: When a meter is available,
disregard previous mechanical adjustments and
adjust the stop spring until
the proper percent break
meter reading is obtained.

(1)

With the fingerplate rotated off normal, the tension of the number 3
shunt spring should be sufficient to
produce a follow of .015 inch minimum on shunt spring number 1 as
gauged visually. See Figure 12.

(2)

With the dial at normal, adjust the
shunt springs for contact separation
of from .015 to .030 inch.

Impulse Shorting Arm
9.12 For impulse shorting arm adjustment,
refer to the following:
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(3) On party 3, 4, and 5 SATT dials,
shunt springs number 2 and number
3 should be closed when the last spot-

M AI NI M PUL SESP RI NG

THE HIGHEST POINT
OF THE BUFFER SHALL ENGAGE
THE CONTACTING PORTION OF CAM

OF THE PAWL MUST
ENGAGE THE CAM AT THE
SPOTTER CAM /--LOBES.V2 AT ANY OTHER
POSITION
/
-EDGE OF PAWL MUST BE
RAWL PARALLEL TO CAM EDGE
4.-i---.015"
-3
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TO 030"

4K-OPERATING SHUNT SPRING
BUFFER
020" MINIMUM AT
NORMAL

MIDDLE IMPULSE SPRING
THE HIGHEST POINT OF THE
BUFFER SHALL ENGAGE THE
CAM IN THE NORMAL
POSITION.

BUFF ER
IMPULSE SHORTING ARM --

1.015" TO .020" AT NORMAL
30-50 GRAMS
SPACING .015" TO 030"

SHUNT SPRING

DIAL MAIN SPRING
OR RESTORING SPRING OPERATING ARM

MINIMUM FOLLOW 015"

Figure 11 a. Shunt Spring and Spotter Cam
Adjustment.

Figure lib. Contact Separation.

Figure 11. Overall Inspection of Spotter Cam, Shunt Spring Cam,
and Contact Separation.
ter pulse is sent out. Figure 12
illustrates the numbering sequence
of springs. Check this adjustment
by rotating the finger plate until the
spotter pulse lobe (nearest the spotter spring pawl) is almost touching
the pawl. Under this condition, shunt
springs number 2 and 3 should be
made (Figure 13).

(4)

Check that the main spring of a
break-make combination breaks its
back contact before making its front
contact.
NOTE: This requirement also applies to three springs of a
four-s p r in g combination
when the operating spring
opens a back contact and
closes a make contact.

NOTE: If the shunt spring assembly
has four or more springs
and includes three springs
which make common contact
when the dial is off normal,
contact separation for shunt
springs when dial is in the
off-normal position should
be a maximum of .050 inch.

(5)

SPRING
MOUNTING

When there are two break contacts
(normally open) or three break contacts in a shunt spring assembly with
two operating buffers, check that
springs number 1 and 2 break before
the springs operated by the second

SPOTTER PULSE LOBE
NEAREST PAWL
ALMOST TOUCHES
PAWL

N0.5
SPRING
4
S

INSIDE BUFFER
SPRING

NO. 3
SPRING
SPRING

Nal
SPRING

N

OUTSIDE
BUFFER SPRING

MOVEMENT OF NO I SPRING
JUST PERCEPTIBLE

Figure 12. Shunt Spring Assembly with
Five Springs.

SHUNT SPRINGS
2 8 3 SHOULD
BE CLOSED

Figure 13. Adjustment of Spotter Lobe with
Relation to Shunt Springs.
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buffer and the first buffer cup, with
the dial off normal.
(6)

(7)

(8)

In shunt spring assemblies having
four or five springs, with the dial
held off normal, the movement of the
number 1 spring should be no more
than perceptible, owing to the tension
of the outside buffer spring against
the inside buffer spring (Figure 12).

grams pressure measured at the end of the
spring with the stop spring held out of the
way.
Stu. Spring
9.17 Adjust stop spring (Figure 15) for a
clearance of .001 to .008 inch between
the spotter pawl and the spotter cam, as
measured between lobes or close to the lobe.

Check that the hirrhest point of the
operating shunt . ring buffer engages the shunt spring operating cam
with the dial in the normal position.
PERCEPTIBLE CLEARANCE
POIItT "A" TO "B" MINIMUM
.001 MAXIMUM .008"

Check that the clearance between the
shunt spi'ing operating cam and the
impulse spring buffer is a minimum
of .005 inch during dial windup.

SPOT TER PAWL
SPOTTER CAM

Figure 15. Stop Spring Adjustment.

Spotter Pawl
9.14 Check staking of spotter cam mounting
plate for any looseness. If loose, discard and install new assembly. Inspect spotter
spring pawl for any binding. Rotate finger
plate slowly, observing pawl as it rides over and
drops off the cam lobe. The spotter pawl
should restore immediately to its normal
position.
Pawl Sprilig.
9.15 Check tension of pawl spring against
spotter pawl. Pawl spring should rest
lgainst spotter pawl with 3 to 5grams of pres'e with the armature springs held with the
b, giving a .001 to .008-inch clearance
JL-L ;een the spotter pawl and spotter cam
(measured between the lobes). See Figures
14 and 15.

Final Spotter Cam Visual Check
9.18 To perform this rough check, rotate the
dial finger plate and release, while riding
impulse cam with finger to retard restoration.
Allow cam to slowly rotate while sighting
through the impulse contacts to the governor
shaft, or white paper placed beneath the contacts. During rotation, listen for the spotter
pawl to drop off the spotter cam lobe. Stop
impulse cam rotation when drop is heard, and
observe that the impulse contacts are not open.
If impulse contacts are not closed, reposition
spotter cam and repeat visual check. Refer to
Figure 16.

Armature Spring
PAWL MAY RIDE CAM BETWEEN A&8 •
AS LONG AS GAP IS NOT LESS THAN
.008'

9.16 Tension armature spring (Figure 14)
so that the pawl and armature spring
assembly rests against the cam with 7 to 10

SPOTTER PAWL

SPOTTER CAM

3 TO 5

IMPULSE SPRING

Figure 16. Spotter Pawl Clearance in
Relation to Contact Gap.

SPOTTER SPRINGS
••••-- 015" T0.020"

PAML SPRING
PAN L ASMATURE
SPRI NO
STOP SPRING
:p
Ao
.TTER

9.19 Final spotter cam adjustment can be
verified only through an electrical test
which will measure the overlap interval.

Governor Assembly

TO 10
PULL IRIS SPRING BACK •ND MEASURE TENSION 5J
GRAMS WATCH FOR P•1111. TO MOVE •W•T FROM SPOTTER CAM

Figure 14. Armature Spring Adjustment.

9.20 The governor wings should be formed
as nearly alike as possible. The distance
between the flyball and the governor cup should
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be approximately the same for each governor
wing. Check the governor as follows:
(1)

while observing the bearing movement. Excessive bearing movement will be cause for
rejecting the dial.

Inspect the form of the governor
wings; they should be positioned
such that the buffers are equidistant
from the worm shaft.

(2)

It is extremely important that governor shaft end play be checked and
adjusted if necessary. Minimum
governor shaft end play should be
perceptable movement but not to
exceed .008 inch maximum. Do
not remove all end play. Play
between the governor worm and
impulse cam shaft gears is not
critical; however, excessive governor end play may cause spotter
overlap or preliminary impulse
trouble.

(3)

Using a dial speed meter, adjust
the governor wings for a dial speed
of not less than 9 nor more than 11
pulses per second. A closer adjustment of 10 ±.5 pulses per second
is desirable; however, an extended
amount of time should not be devoted
to reaching this goal.

10. TESTS
10.01 After all mechanical adjustments have
been completed, the dial should be given
a thorough electrical test.
Figure 17 represents the relationship between pulses transmitted by the main impulse contacts and those
transmitted by SATT spotter contacts. The
exploded view inside the circle illustrates more
clearly the condition commonly referred to as
"spotter overlap."
"Spotter overlap" is
defined as the time difference, during dial
roll-down, between the instant the impulse
contacts close and the instant the spotter contacts close. Since the SATT system cannot
tolerate a leading overlap condition where
the spotter contacts close prior to the impulse
contacts, acceptable spotter pulse adjustment
is based on a lagging interval.
10.02 At one time impulse cams with two
different scribe marks were being used
in the field: a 12° cam and a 16° cam. (The
12° impulse cam may be identified by a square
indentation adjacent to one of its two locating
holes.) The 16° impulse cam adjustment required that the cam be set on a greater angle
than that provided by the 12° cam. This meant
that the placement of the cam would be more
critical in that the lobe of the impulse cam
would be positioned closer to the formed tip

Main Bearing

9.21 Check the main bearing for loose staking
by applying pressure alternately to one
side of the finger plate and then the other side
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Figure 17. Main Impulse and Spotter Pulse Relationship.
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of the impulse spring and any physical disturbance of the dial could readily cause a misaligned condition. However, the 12° impulse
cam is more perpendicular to the impulse
contacts and lessens the change of misalignment. As a result, manufacture of the 16° cam
was discontinued and the 12° cam accepted
as the standard. Because 16° cams were
used in the field (exclusively in California

on Types 51 and 52 dials), it is advisable
that all dials in this area being returned for
readjustment be inspected for 16° impulse
cams and replaced when necessary.
10.03 Performing an electrical test on a dial
assures that the mechanical adjustment
of the dial meets the requirements for proper
operation.
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